
Storywalk Storage Compiled Answers 
 

I keep ours in an under the bed like storage plastic case with lid.  I put the stories 
clipped together in the storage case on a shelf in our storage room 
 
At the last library I was at, we stored them in an old archival map drawer. It was perfect for it. The flat 
file system allowed everything to stay looking nice and really easy to find.  

 

You are so lucky you can store your stories!  Ours get sunbleached or otherwise icky so we've 
never been able to reuse them :(  I've seen some poster keeper filing systems online that you 
could check out like these: https://no.pinterest.com/Lindaangen/poster-storage/ .  Dick Blick 
also usually has nice storage for artwork that could work (We've used them in the past to store 
bulletin board components.  You can also try to find an inexpensive or used flat file 
cabinet.  Good luck on the quest :) 
 
 

Hi Marla! Right now I store them similar to you with clips. 
We use laminating pocket sheets for ours, so sometimes 
we can store them in the packaging that the laminating 
sheets come in. They are similar to really big envelopes. I 
also am hoping for a better solution, but I haven't 
thought of any!       
 
 
We keep ours in a file folder clipped together with a good sized binder clip, with the title marked on it 
and whether it is complete or not.   (We have had a few that end up with a damaged page because of 
weather.)   
We have a big map drawer case that we keep them in.   
we also mark on the back in sharpie the page order.   
We do separate questions/activity suggestions related to each page and those are marked to and and 
part of the file.   
 
I keep mine in a marked envelope...that way I know what is inside...could also keep a record of when it is 
used...Still new to it myself... 
 
 
 
  

https://no.pinterest.com/Lindaangen/poster-storage/


Answers from Facebook Group 
 

We store them clipped like this. I have three years worth and then rotate. 

 
 

Same as above plus we got smart and started labeling and numbering the pages on the 

back side in case the sheets slip around on us. 

 

I put a rubber band around them and add a little masking tape label. I’ve found it works so 

much better that clips because the pages are contained on both sides 

 

I store them in big Rubbermaid containers, clipped together and each page is labeled with 

which book and the page number. 

 

I use the book covers as folders, then put a rubber-band around each story. When the rubber-
band breaks (as it absolutely will do), at least the pages are contained in the cover-folder. 
I have mine in boxes, with a list taped to the top and the side of the box of which books are 
inside. My plan is to number the boxes, to put on my spreadsheet. I hope that will make it a 
little easier to find the correct box for the correct book in our very dim basement storage area. 
 

Mine are just rubber banded and stacked on a shelf, but each story has a different color 

background making them easy to spot. They are all labeled on the back with the title, 

author, and page number. They also all have the name of our branch because we share with 

other branches & want them 

returned. I have reused a single story up to 4 times so far because set them up on 4 

different routes in addition to sharing with the other branches. 
 

I wrapped mine up in large paper (think bulletin board paper) in order with the name 

written on it. Then stacked on a shelf. 

 



I create a folder for each story. Try to clip them to keep them contained. We catalog them 

so all the libraries in our system know what is available and they are available if patrons 

want to check out for parties, etc. 

 

bankers box with file folder dividers 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SR87HQ1/ref=cm_sw_r_apan_glt_i_Q941ZWP0BPJYBZP876

4H?psc=1&pldnSite=1&fbclid=IwAR3kCBIuaa5awZwOMule79O4soPYpI_zwnb2vFcihpAOaG

puGmqxrMNYVWU 


